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Abstract  - -  We present a B-spline-B~zier representation f geometrically continuous quartic and 
quintic spline curves based on the B&zier epresentation f these curves described in a foregoing paper 
of the two authors. The influence of the design parameters i  illustrated, and local support basis 
functions are given. Geometrically continuous curves include as special cases visually continuous 
curves as well as minimizing spline curves due to Nielson [1] and Hagen [2]. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X(u) be a parametrized segmented curve of ~d built up by segments Xl ,  defined with respect 
to the knot sequence 
Uo < ul < . . .<  UN. 
A local parameter t E [0, 1] can be introduced for every segment X /such  that 
X(u) = Xl(t), for u E ['1, ui+11, 
by the linear transformation 
u=(1- t ) - ,1  +t ' I+1 ,  wheretE[O, 1]. 
Thus, derivatives are given by 
1 d r 
xCr)(,,) = x ( ' )  = X; dT x ' ( t ) '  
where A I -- Ul+l -- Ul. 
The segments of a composite curve have to be jo ined together in a smooth way. The 
term smooth can be interpreted in different ways. The easiest way is given by the concept of 
Cr-continuity,  which insures equal i ty of the derivatives in the common boundary  point X (u l )  = 
X I -1 (1)  = X l (0 )  of the two consecutive spline segments X~' - t ( t )  and X1(t) ,  i.e., 
d r d r 
durX(uT) = ~--~-u X(u~).  
A major  d isadvantage is that  C%continuity is dependent on the special parametr izat ion.  A 
change of the parametr izat ion general ly destroys C%continuity.  C%cont inui ty does not neces- 
sari ly reflect the smoothness of the segmented curve. It rather is a measure of the smoothness 
of the special parametr izat ion.  Thus a more geometr ic interpretat ion of "smooth" is neces- 
sary which emphasizes tronger curve intrinsic, parameter  invariant propert ies.  The concept 
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of GCr-continuity we mainly will deal with in this paper gives the most general inear conti- 
nuity conditions, insuring a parameter invariant and geometrically meaningful interpretation of
"smooth." GCr-continuity is a differential geometric based concept of a parameter invariant con- 
tinuity definition, and insures continuity of the Frenet frame and the first r - 1 curvatures tq of 
the segmented curve in the common boundary point of consecutive spline segments. In [3,4] it 
was shown that GCr-continuity (r < d) in X(ul) = Xt- l (1)  = XI(0), the common boundary 
point of X I - I ( / )  and Xt(/), is equivalent to the following set of equations: 
x ' (~ +) = ~,~,x ' (uT) ,  
X"(u+) = w~'tl X" (u t  ) + '°*'12 X'(u7 )' (1) 
x'"(u~ +) = ~ x"'(~7)+~,,m~X"(~7)+,~,,2~x'(.7), 1,11 
xIV (UI+) = ~4 xIV(uT) ,,, - /,,1 + .01,,4 X (u I ) + .,t,24 X"(uT) + ~/,s4 X'(uT), 
and so on,  with Wld k E ff~d, W/,ll > 0. 
Another possibility is given by the parameter independent concept of VCr-continuity, which 
insures that consecutive spline segments have contact  of  order  r in the common boundary point. 
Analytically, this means that they can be reparametrized such that they are Cr-continuous in 
X(ul), and especially, the arc length parametrization could be introduced. 
The consequence of the reparametrization idea is that the first r terms of the Taylor expansions 
from the right and from the left have to be equal in X(ut) [5]. This yields that the concept of 
VCr-continuity is, in the sense of continuity conditions, more restrictive than the concept of 
GCr-continuity for r > 2: VCr-continuity implies GC~-continuify, while GC~-continuity does 
not imply VC'-continuity. 
For example, the GCZ-continuous curve segments X i - t  and Xt have to satisfy 
~l, lS = 3 - ,c l l  ~',,1.~ (2) 
in the common point X(u/) = X/_t(1) = X/(0) to be VCZ-continuous and the GC4-continuous 
curve segments Xt-x,  Xj have to satisfy, in addition, 
~01,14 = 6~1,11&/,12 
(3) 
~I,24 = 3w~,12 + 4v2/,11 ~'I,23 
to be VC4-continuous. 
The above given continuity conditions can be written in matrix form as 
x7 = A, x ; .  
The (r + 1) x (r + 1) triangular matrix AI is called a connection matrix. Dyn, Edelman 
and Micchelli showed that the existence of local support basis functions for spline curves can be 
inferred from properties of the connection matrix [3]. Especially, they proved the existence of 
non-negative local support basis functions which sum up to one, if and only if the connection 
matrix is totally positive. Using that result, they constructed in [3,6] cubic and quartic B-spline 
functions on a monomial basis. But these were not the first constructed local support basis 
functions. A local basis for tangent continuous splines was documented in [7] and the first local 
basis for curvature continuous plines was developed under the guidance of Nielson by Lewis 
in 1975 [8], but unfortunately never published. A local basis for uniformly-shaped fl-splines 
was given in [9], for continuously-shaped fl-splines in [10] and for general/3-splines, sometimes 
called explicit, discrete or discretely-shaped fl-sphnes in [11-13]. Finally, a local basis for VC s- 
continuous curves was given by Barsky and deRose in [7]. 
All of these representations were monomial based. Based on [14] a first Bernstein-B6zier 
based local basis was given in [15] for curvature continuous cubics and also pointed out for VC s- 
continuous quartics in [16], for GCS-continuous quartics in [17] and for curvature and torsion 
continuous rationals in [18]. But no explicit expressions for the basis functions have been given 
in [16-18]. 
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In this paper we will give not only an explicit B-spline representation 
X(u) = Ed ,  G'~(u), (4) 
I 
with local support basis functions C'~(u), of geometrically continuous quartics, i.e., n = 4, but 
also of quintics, i.e., n = 5. The construction will be based each time on the Bdzier representation 
of the curve segments, 
l ' l  
Xt(t) = ~ b,l+k S'~(t), (5) 
k=0 
with the Bernstein polynomials 
B~'(t) = ( n ) tk ( l _ t ) . _  k 
k 
t E [0, 1], as basis functions, and Bdzier points b,,.~+k E Et d. Furthermore, we will illustrate 
the influence of the design parameters and will give a B6zier curve representation f the local 
support basis functions. Also the tensor product definition of surfaces based on quartic and 
quintic geometric spline curves, respectively, is given and discussed. 
In [4], GC'-conditions in terms of the B6zier points have been given. In Figure 1, the case 
r = 4 is illustrated. 
tl 
_ s ,  o : 
bnl_t, bnI÷ 
Figure 1. GCr-cont inu i ty  condit ions (r = 1 . . . . .  4). 
As mentioned above, the VCr-continuous curves span a subset of the set of GCr-continuous 
curves, l For r = 3 and r = 4, this is expressed by (2) and (3). Practically, (2) and (8) have the 
meaning that the design parameters 61, el, p~, trl and ri of tile B-spline-B6zier representation 
cannot be chosen independently of each other for the curve being VC 3- and VC4-continuous. 
They rather have to fulfill certain dependencies, which have been given in [16] for some special 
VCZ-continuous curves and in [19] for tile general VC 3- and also for tile general VCa-continuous 
case .  
The minimized geometric spline curves due to Nielson [1] and Hagen [2] also form a subset 
of the set of GC'-continuous curves. In case of quintics, (r-splines), this subset is given by some 
special continuity conditions [2]. Again, this has the meaning that the design parameters 61, ej, 
Pl, az and rl of the B-spline-B6zier epresentation of a quintic geometric spline curve cannot 
1 Nevertheless, in the sense of differential geometric invariants, the set of GUt -cont inuous  curves defined by (1) 
is a subset  of the set of vCr -cont inuous  curves, because the vCr -cont inuous  curves show contiauity of more 
differential geometric invariants [16]. 
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be chosen independently of each other, for the curve being a r-spline. These dependencies have 
been given in [20]. 
The GCr-continuity construction of a GCr-continuous Bdzier spline curve is embedded in 
a B-spline construction in the same way as the C~-continuity construction of a C~-continuous 
Bdzier spline curve is [21]. The only difference between both constructions, the C ~- and the 
GCr-construction, are the additional shape parameters of the GCr-continuity construction. We 
are interested in the cases r = 3 and r = 4, respectively, which will be dealt with in detail in 
Section 2 and in Section 3. 
2. QUARTIC GEOMETRIC  B-SPLINES 
2.1. B-Spline-Bgzier Representatwn 
For r = 3, we have the situation shown in Figure 2 (see also [16,22]). The additional pa- 
rameters I'j and F'I are auxiliary parameters depending on the design parameters of the GC r- 
continuity construction. The dependencies can be calculated using Menelao's Theorem, given in 
the Appendix. Applying Menelao's Theorem for Pt = dr-2, P2 = dr-a, P3 = dr-4 and 
IXPI = At_x + 71 At, (6) 
rl "~ el A1 + "~I AI+I, (7) 
IPCl = ei-I A/_2, (8) 
r~ = 51 A1-I + elA1 +FIA1+I,  (9) 
]DP] = 71_lA1_~+Al_l  (10) 
rz = F1-1 At, (11) 
]PB] = 61 At, (12) 
r4 = et - !At -1  +F I - IA1 ,  (13) 
we get the following two equations for Ft 
[~I -" 5I e l - I  m l -1  "1" F i -1  ml  El .- r l - i  (71-1 A I -2  + A l - l )  -- e l - I  5I mI -1  
AI - t  +7/At  ' el-t At-2 
Elimination of I'1 gives (with index raising I - 1 ---, I) 
el '--Xl-1 + '£Xl + '71+1 A /+I  , (14) 
PI --" 51+I el Al  (71 '~I-I + AI) ('/'I-FI "~I+I + Al) -- el 61+I L"~l- I L-~l+l 
and inserting (14) into an equation for rl yields 
Ft = 61el - lA l - i  ")I-IAI-2 + AI - I  + 6IAI (15) 
(71_tAt_2 + AI_I)("IIA! + /X/_I) -- eI_15IAI_uAI 
(cf. with [22]). Now, suppose we are given the control points dl and the corresponding knots 
Ul of the global spline parameter u, and also the design parameters 71, 6i and el; thus FI and 
FI are given by (14) and (15). From this, the B6zier points of a GC3-continuous quartic spline 
curve may be constructed as following (see Figure 2): 
2.1.1. Algorithm I
• Determine the auxiliary points e~-, sl and e + on the polygon leg dl-3 d l -u from 
e'~ = p l (F IAt -~dt -~.+(6tA l - l+etA l+F IAt+l )d l -3 ) ,  (16) 
Sl = p l ( (F IA i -2+b1At -1)d l -2+(e I . -X l+F IA1+x)dt -z ) ,  (17) 
e'~ = p l ( ( r tA j _2+6tA I_~+elA l )d l _~.  +PiAl+ld l_3) ,  (18) 
where 
/.I I = 
F /A I - :  + 6 /At - t  +etA /+Fr  A/+I 
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dl-3 
°IZ.-/ 
'¢ 3 
Figure 2. Construction of a GC3-continuous quartic. 
• Determine the B6zier points from 
e1-1 AI-2 si + (A1-1 + 7I AI) e+_l 
b4(!-1)+2 = , (19) 
ei-1AI-_~ + AI- I  +7 IA I  
(el-1 A/_~ + AI- I )  Sl + 7z A/eI+_l 
b4(l_ 1)+3 = , (20) 
ez-1 Az-2 + Az-1 + 7z Ai 
b4I+1 -" 71Al- leT+l + (AI +61+1A/+I )S l  (21) 
7I A I -1  "4" AI  "{" 6I+! A I+ I  ' 
b4l+_~ = ( ' / ' IA I - I+A i )e /+ l+6 I+ lA l+ ls l ,  (22) 
7I AI-~ + AI + 6I+1 AI+I 
Al-~ b41+1 + A! b4(1-U+a 
b4I = (23) 
AI-1 + AI 
On the other side, suppose we are given a quartic geometric spline curve in B6zier represen- 
tation. Then the auxiliary points s/, e~" and e+may be constructed by Figure 1, and the control 
points dl of a B-spline representation follow from (16)-(18). 
g.2. Convex Hull and Variation Diminishing Property 
A curve scheme including design parameters cannot provide a priori, i.e., for arbitrary values of 
the design parameters, uch powerful properties like the convex hull and the variation diminishing 
property. That means to get properties like the ones above, the design parameters ather have to 
fulfill additional restrictions, especially, all the parameters involved in the B-spline construction 
have to be positive. Therefore, for 71, 61 and el, we have 71 > 0, 61 > 0, el > 0, but because 
of (14) and (15), the positivity requirements of Fj and of FI result in additional restrictions 
for all the design parameters of the GCa-continuity construction. Both (14) and (15) imply the 
condition 
Ai 
ex6z+lqt+l < (7 t+q l ) (7 t+ lqt+ l+ l ) ,  ql - A I - I '  (24) 
which must be fulfilled for all I. 
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EXAMPLE. If qt = ")1 = 6t = 1, for all I, then, the convex hull and variation diminishing 
properties are given if, for all I, et < 4. 
For vca-cont inuous quartics, 61 = 6!(et) and extra restrictions on ez and on "~!, which are 
the consequence of the dependency 6t = 6t(et), have to be taken into account in (24). 
~.3. Shape Control 
In the general case, there are too many parameters to be considered in a design process from 
the beginning on. Therefore, we suggest for designing purposes to start working with the default 
")I = 6i = ez = 1 for all I what gives the usual Ca-continuous quartic spline, and try to do as a 
good designing job as possible by moving around the control points only. By that, the effect of 
the knot spacing is the following: 
• If qt < 1, the junction point b4t approaches b4t+l, and the curve is shifted towards dr-2; 
if qI > 1, the opposite happens. 
When no more improvement is possible, then, in a second stage with fixed control points, we 
design the local shape of the curve by changing ttle design parameters ")t, 61 and et. To illustrate 
the effects of the design parameters 7t, 6! and el, we suppose that the first stage has been done 
so that the dt and the A t are fixed from now on. Then, the design parameters 7t, 6/ and et 
control the local shape of the curve in the following way: 
If ?! < 1, the junction point b4! approaches st, and tile curve is shifted towards the polygon 
leg dt-adt-_~; i f ' ) !  > 1, the opposite happens (see Figure 3a; the bold curve shows the 
Ca-continuous curve, i.e., ")! = 1 for all I). 
If 6t < 1, the B~zier construction and thus the curve is shifted towards the control point 
dy-3; i f f t  > 1, the opposite happens (see Figure 3b; tile bold curve shows the ca-continuous 
curve, i.e., "lz = 1 for all I). 
• If ej < 1, the B~zier construction and thus the curve is shifted towards the control point 
d l -2;  if et > 1, the opposite happens. 
. ° - - ° -o  . . . .  
(~) (b) 
Figure 3. GCS-cont inuous quartics: influence of "rl and / i  t. 
2.4. Local Support B-Spline Functions 
The local support basis functions G4(u) are polynomials and, therefore, can be given in B~zier 
form as segmented non-parametric B6zier curves. To construct he B~!zier ordinates of the B~zier 
representation of G~(u), we consider the control polygon that is obtained by setting the de Boor 
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ordinate dl = 1, while setting all other de Boor ordinates dj = 0 (J ¢ I), i.e., we single out the 
basis function G~(u) by the identity 
(25) 
where ~IJ = is the Kronecker delta. 
consequence of Algorithm I (cf. with Figure 4). 
t _ .  u~ 
Thus, the B6zier ordinates of the G'~(u) are a simple 
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Figures 4. Quartic B-spllne G~_2(u ). 
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The curve X(u) itself and the geometric B-splines G~(u) can now easily be evaluated by the 
use of the Bdzier technique (see, e.g., [23]). For Figures 4 and 5 the B~zier ordinates b4t+i,I have 
i to be carried up over the abscissae uj + ~A1. Figure 5 shows some B-splines corresponding to 
Figure 3. The C3-B-splines are bold-lined again. Tile G~(u) form a partition of unity. This 
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Figure 5. Quaxtic B-spllnes corresponding to Figure 3. 
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Figure 6. Construction of a GC4-continuous quintic. 
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follows immediately from the construction above, and the fact that the Bernstein polynomials 
form a partition of unity. 
Please note that the graph of Figure 4 defined by (u, G~_2(u)) is CLcontinuons by construc- 
tion, but in general not GCa-continuous: G~_2(u) certainly is, by construction, GCa-continuous, 
but the first component, u does not satisfy the GCa-condition for design parameters unequal to 
one.  
3. QUINTIC GEOMETRIC B-SPLINES 
3.1. B-Spline-B&ier Representation 
The GC4-continuity construction of Figure 1 has to be embedded in a B-spline construction. 
This process yields the introduction of 10 auxiliary parameters, which depend on the design 
parameters of the GC4-continuity construction of the B~zier representation (see Figure 6). The 
dependencies can be calculated using Menelao's Theorem, given in the Appendix. We illustrate 
exemplary the calculation of two of those auxiliary parameters, namely the calculation of Oi, A'/. 
fi~_~4tC7_x+~-~A~_l d~_, and Applying Menelao's Theorem for P~ = c~ +, P2 - c/ ,  Pa = fi~_~,+¥t_, At_~ , 
IA'-PI = At_! +71At ,  (26) 
r I = e/At  + O--~ A~+1, (27) 
IPCI = r/_tA/_z, (28) 
r2 = 5 lA I - l+~IA/+~1Al+l ,  (29) 
= + A ,_x ,  (3o) 
ra = XI-~A/, (31) 
IPBI = 51A~, (32) 
r4 = r, - l  A/-~ + X,-x A1, (33) 
we get the following two equations for O/: 
Az_ ~ + 7/A~ 
e/~- 
A/-1(6/-1 AI-2 + A1-1) -- I"/-I 51 A/_I 
Elimination of O/ gives (36). Inserting XI gives (34), i.e., O! in dependence on the design 
parameters of the GC4-continuity construction. The dependencies of the remaining auxiliary 
parameters on the parameters of the GC4-continuity construction are derived analogously. All 
together we get: 
Oi = rl-16t AI-1 el-t A/_~ + Az-I + 6/A/ (34) 
(~/-1A/_~ + AI-1) (A1-1 + 7I A/) - r l - i  h AI-~ A/ '  
-- ~I Ai-1 + A /+ 61+i AI+x , (35) 
O/ = ~tpI+IA/ (T IA /_ I+A/ ) (A I+61+IA I+I ) _p I+ lc IA I _xA1+ ! 
rl A1-x + At + 71+I A/+I (36) 
A/ = r /S i+lA/  (e /A I - t+AI ) (A l+T i+ lA1+l ) - r16 /+ lA / -1At+l '  
71-x AI-2 + At-1 + pIAI , (37) 
,I}/ = ¢1-1Pi At_! (TI-I A/_~ + A1-1) (Ai-1 + 61 AI) - ~I-a P~ At-2A/ 
• iA/-2 + p/AI-~ + ~I A/ (38) 
A/ = #; Oi A/_I (~/At-2 + p/AI-~) (5/A/-l + el At) - a~ O/A/_~ At 
~'-'/ = ~I O'-'/Al ~rl A/_ 1 + rl A! + A1 A/+I (39) 
(5/A/_ ~ + ~I A/) (r/At + X/A/+I) - ~l ~1 At- ~ AI+~' 
~1 = '~I A~ 51Al-X + e/_Al + 01A/+~_ , (40) 
(51AI-~ + ~I A~) (r/A~ + A~ AI+I) - ~I O1 AI-~ A~+~ 
CA~WA 23"11-C 
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m 
fit-1 
fil 
O1+1A,-I + 6I+1 At + 61+1 A,+I ,(41) 
= ff/+l AI (O1+ 1 AI_I + Pl+I At)(61+1 At + 6I+1 At+l) -- O"1+1 O1+1AI-1AI+t 
= ~I (At AI-~ + ¢I A1-1 + rl AI + XI AI+I) (A,-t + ~I-1 AI) ,(42) 
(~I A1-2 + Pl Al-1 + ~rlA1)(al AI-1 + 7"1 A1 + -A1 AI+l) - ~ I  AI AI-2AI+I 
-- Al(g#l At -2  + Pt A I -1  + o't At  +-~i  A1+1) (~/I A1-1 + AI) .(43) 
(~I AI-2 + Pt AI-1 + ~1 AI)(<7I At-1 + rl A1 + ZI AI+I) - ~I AI AI-~AI+I 
Suppose that we are given control points, dl, and corresponding knots, ut, and design pa- 
rameters 7I, 61, 6i, Pl, ~I, rt, and thus the 10 auxiliary parameters by (34) to (43) of a 
GC4-continuous quintic spline in B-sphne representation. The B4zier points of a Bdzier rep- 
resentation of the geometric B-spline curve can be constructed by the following algorithm (see 
Figure 6). 
8.1.1. Algorithm H 
• Determine the auxiliary points c I , e t , sl, e + and c + from 
m m 
c7 = ~o I - l ( ( f11 -1At -a+@t- lA t -2+A, - l )d t -a+(gt - lA t+f~t - tAt+l )d l -4 ) , (44)  
e7 = Xt (Or Ai-2c + + (6t AI-1 + 6t At +O1 At+1)c 7), (45) 
51 = Xl ((Or At-.~ + 61 Al-1)c + + (6, At +Or  At+l)C 7), (46) 
e + = XI((OIAI-2 +6tAt - I  +QAI )c  + +OIAt+,cT) ,  (47) 
e + = ~ot ((QI AI-2 + ~I AI - t )  d~_~ + (At + ~'I At+l + ~1 AI+=) dr-a), (48) 
where 
~01 = 
Xt = 
1 
- -  m , 
[~I AI-2 + @1 At- i  + A1 + 91 At+t + Qt AI+2 
1 
OIA1-2 +/5I At-1 + et A I  + Ot A/+I 
• Determine the B6zier points from 
61-1AI-~. e /+ (A1-1 + 6i Ai)e+_l 
b5(I-t)+2 = , (49) 
el-t AI-~ + A1-1 + 6lA[ 
(61-1 AI-2 + AI-1) e 7 + 61 At e+_t 
bs(t-1)+a = , (50) 
ei-i At-2 + At-1 + 61 At 
b5(I-i)+4 = At-t st + 7t At bs(z_U+a (51) 
At_ t + 7r A[ 
bst+3 = (61At-I +At )e /+ 1 +61+1A1+1 e+ (52) 
el AI-1 + A1 "~- b/+l -~1+1 
6t At-1 e7+1 + (At + 61+1 At+l) e + 
b5,+2 = (53) 
61 At-1 + At + 61+1 At+l ' 
bsl+l = 7~At- lbst+~+A1sl  (54) 
7I At-1 + At ' 
bsi = At-1 b51+1 + At bs(1-1)+4 (55) 
At-  1 + At 
On the other side, suppose we are given a quintic geometric spline curve in Bdzier representa- 
tion, then the control points dl of a B-spline representation follow from Figure 1, together with 
the above given equations. 
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3.~. Convex Hull and Variation Diminishing Property 
To guarantee properties like the convex hull and the variation diminishing property, all the 
parameters involved in the B-spline construction have to be positive. That means that all the 
design parameters of the GC4-continuity construction of the B6zier representation have to be 
positive, but also the ten auxiliary parameters introduced in Figure 6 and given by (34)-(43). 
Therefore, beside 7I > 0, $I > 0, el > 0, 0.1 > 0, Pl > 0, rl > 0, the following additional 
restrictions have to be fulfilled for all I, where we assume that conditions (56)-(60) are satisfied 
one by one. 
m 
• For positivity of Or and AI, we get the extra condition 
rl 61+1 qI+l < (el + ql) (7I+1 qI+l + 1), ql = AI_ I .  
m 
• For positivity of Ot and 41, we get the extra condition 
Pt ¢.~-1 ql < (7t-1 + qt-1) (61 qt + 1) . (57) 
m 
• For positivity of AI and ~I, we get the extra condition 
a lO lqt  < (41+plq l - t ) (e lq l+61) ,  (58) 
what is equivalent to 
0"1 < 
Pl (7t-1 + ql-1) (61 ql + 6i) [(ez-t + q1-t) (71 ql + 1) - ri_ 1 61 ql] 
r l - I  6I ql [(71-1 -t- ql- l)  (61 ql + 1) -- Pl el-1 ql] 
• For positivity o f~ i  and ~x, we get the extra condition 
m m 
0"101qi+t < (Alql+t+rl)(elq1+61), (59) 
what is equivalent to 
0"1 < 
ri (1 + 71+1 qI+l) (eI qI + 61) [(7I + ql) (]- + 61+1 ql+l) -- PI+I el ql+l] 
P/+I el qt+t [(er + ql) (1 + 7I+1 ql+l) - 7"I 6i+ 1 ql+l] 
• For positivity of ~I ,  we get the extra condition 
~I 0I+1 ~1+1 01+1 ql+l ql+2 
< (6I+1 + e1+x qi+l + Ot+t qt+lqt+2) (OI+1 + 61+1 ql + el+l ql ql+t), 
(60) 
what is equivalent to 
m 
(4/+1 + PI+t ql) (AI+I ql+2 + rl+l) (el+l ql+t + 6I+1) 
0"1+1 < - -  M 
01+t ql+2 (¢l+l  + PI+I ql) + Ol+l ql+l (AI+I ql+2 + r l+t) 
Positivity of ~I  does not give any extra condition on the design parameters if they are chosen 
positive and conditions (56)-(60) have been fulfilled already. 
EXAMPLE. If qt = 7/ = 6I = el = 1, for all I, then, convex hull and variation diminishing 
properties are given if, for all I, pl < 4 and rt < 4 and o't is chosen according to (58)-(60). 
Especially, if we choose Pt = r /= 1, for all I, then we need 0"t < 2. 
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Figure 7. GC 4-continuous qulntlcs: influence of ~I and 6 I .  
i. 
(~) (b) 
Figure 8. GC4-continuous quintics: influence of Pl and o 1. 
3.3. Shape Control 
A GC4-continuous spline gives even more design possibilities than a GCa-continuous spline 
described in Section 2. Therefore, we suggest he same strategy for GC4°continuous splines than 
for GC3-continuous splines. To illustrate the influence of the design parameters, we suppose that 
the dl and the Az are fixed. Then, the design parameters 7z, 6x, el, Pi, al and rl control the 
local shape of the curve in the following way: 
• If71 > 1, the junction point bsl approaches Sl, and the curve is shifted towards the control 
point di -a;  if 7I < 1, the opposite happens (see Figure 7a, the bold curve shows the 
C4-continuous spline, i.e., all design parameters are set equal to one). 
• If 6i < 1, the B~zier construction, and thus the curve is shifted in an asymmetric way 
towards the control point d l -a  and slightly shifted towards dl-4; if 6i > 1, the opposite 
happens (see Figure 7b, the bold curve shows the C4-continuous spline). 
• If el < 1, the B~zier construction, and thus the curve is shifted in an asymmetric way 
towards the control point d~-3 and slightly shifted towards dl-2; if ez > 1, the opposite 
happens. 
• If Pl > 1, the B~zier construction, and thus the curve is shifted towards the control point 
d i -3 and slightly towards dl_~; if Pt < 1, the opposite happens (see Figure 8a). 
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• If trl < 1, the B6zier construction, and thus the curve is shifted towards the control point 
d1-31 if trl > 1, the opposite happens (see Figure 8b). 
• If *'1 > 1, the B6zier construction, and thus the curve is shifted towards the control point 
dl -3 and slightly towards dl-4; if *-I < 1, the opposite happens. 
8.4. Local Support B-Spline Functions 
A B6zier representation f the local support B-splines G~(u) can be derived in the same way 
as it was done in Section 2.3. As a consequence of Algorithm II, now we get for the auxiliary 
points 
c++2,1 = ~01+2 (~1+2 AI + %+2 A,+I), 
c7+3,1 = ~01+2 (fli+2 A1 + %+2 A1+1 + A,+2), 
c + (A,+3 + - -  + ~1+3 AI+5), 1+3,1 = ~01+ 3 ~I/l+ 3AI+ 4 
c7+4,1 = ~o1+3 (~1+3 AI+4 + ~1+3 Ai+5), 
and 
and, 
el+2, I = 
81+2,1 -" 
e + 1+2,1 -" 
e/+3,1 = 
81+3,1 = 
et+3, I = 
el+4,1 = 
Sl+4,1 : 
c + 1+4,1 = 
with them, 
b5(i+1)+4,I = 
bs( l + t )+a,l = 
b5(i+1)+2,1 = 
bs( i + l )+ l, i  = 
bs(l+1),l - 
b5(I+2)+4,1 : 
b5(I+2)+3,I = 
b5(1+2)+2,1 = 
b5(1+2)+1,I = 
XI+2 0 I+2 Alct+2,1, 
X1+2 (O1+2 A1 + 6,+2 AI+~) + CI+ 2,1 
X1+2 (O1+2 Ai + 61+2 AI+I + el+~ AI+2) + C1+2,I, 
x1+a (01+3 AI+I c++3,1 + (h+a AI+~ + ~1+a A1+3 + O1+3 AI+4) e}-+3,1), 
x1+3 ((O1+3 A1+1 + h+s A1+2) c++a,1 + (e1+3 AI+s + O1+3 A1+4) c7+3,1), 
c + x1+3 ((O1+3 AI+, + h+a A1+2 + e1+3 AI+a) 1+3,1 + O1+3 A1+. c7+3,i), 
XI+4 (61+4 AI+3 + el+4 AI+4 + O1+4 AI+5)  c7+4,I, 
x1+4 (¢1+4 A1+4 + 01+4 Al+~) c7+4,1, 
X1+4 Oi+4 AI+5 c7+4,1, 
for the twenty-one nonvanishing B6zier ordinates 
A1+1 si+2,1 + 71+2 A1+2 bs(l+0+ad (61) 
A1+1 + 71+2 A1+2 
¢1+1 AI -J- AI+I AI+2 eI+2'1' (62) 
¢1+1 A! + Al+l + 61+2 
~1+1 AI  e7+2,1 ' (63) 
¢!+1 A I+ AI+1 + 61+2A1+2 
71+1 A1 
7I+1 AI + AI+I b5(I+1)+2'1' (64) 
A1 
AI + AI+I b5(1+1)+1,1, (65) 
A1+2 sl+a,1 + 7I+a AI+3 b5(1+2)+a,1 (66) 
A1+2 + 71+a AI+3 
(¢1+2 AI+1 + A1+2) e7+3,1 + 61+3 AI+3 e + I+2,1 (67) 
¢1+2 Ai+I + AI+2 "~" 61+3 AI+3 
¢1+2 Al+t eT+a, 1 + (A1+2 + 61+3 AI+a) e + i+2,1 (68) 
¢1+2 AI+I + AI+2 + 6I+3 A1+3 
71+2 AI+I b5(I+2)+2,1 + Al+2 Sl+2,l (69) 
"/1+2 AI+t + A1+2 
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bs(l.t.2)d _ AZ+I bsu+~)+l,l + AI+~ bau+l)+4d (70) 
Al+t + At+~ 
AI+3 si+4,1 + 71+4 AI+4 b5(!+3)+3,1 (71) 
b5(I+3)+4,I -" A1+3 "4- 71+4 AI+4 ' 
+ 
(~I+3 A1+2 "{- AI+3) e'i+4, I "3L 61+4 A1+4 el..k3,1 (72) 
b5(1+3)+3'1 : ~I+3 AI+2 + AI+3 -k- 6I+4 AI+4 ' 
bsu+3)+2J = el+a A/+_~ e-f+4,1 + (At+3 + 6I+4 At+4) e++3.i (73) 
61-1-3 AI+2 -~- AI+ 3 -4- 61.}. 4AI-I-4 
b5(I+3)+1,1 = 7I+3 Aj+2bs(l+3)+.%~ + AI+s st+sd (74) 
7/+3 AI+2 + Aj+3 
Al+2 b5(1+3)+1,I + AI+3 b5(1+2)+4,1 (75) 
bsu+3)d = AI+2 + A1+3 ' 
"~1+5 A1+5 (76) 
b5(I+4)+4'I : Al+4 + 71+5 z..~l+5 b5(1+4)+3'i' 
6I+6 AI+5 + (77) 
bs(1+4)+a'J = el+4 At+3 + Al+4 + 61+5 AI+5 el+4'J' 
AI+4 + 61+5 A1+5 + (78) 
b5(1+4)+2,I = ~I+4 AI+3 -}- AI+4 + 6I+5A1+5 ei+4'1' 
"~7+4 Aj+3 b5(1+4)+2,1 + AI+4 si+4,1 (79) 
bs(l+4)+t'l : 71+4 AI+a + Al+4 ' 
Al+a b~U+4)+LI + A/+4 bs(l+a)+4d (80) 
bs(I+4)'J -- AI+3 -}- AI+4 ' 
AI+5 b5(i+4)+4,i. (81) 
b5(I+5),I -- AI+4 + AI+5 
Now, the curve itself aad the geometric B-splines G~(u) can be evaluated easily by the use of the 
B~zier technique. 
Figure 9 shows some B-splines corresponding to Figures 7b and 8a (the C4-B-splines are bold- 
lined again). Please note, that the G~(u) are by construction GC4-continuous, but the graph 
(u, G~(u)) is in general only CUcontinuous. 
4. GEOMETRIC SPLINE SURFACES 
Geometric spline surfaces in B-spline representation can be defined by the tensor product 
X(u, v) = ZZdH G~](u)G~(v) (82) 
1 J 
of geometric B-splines G~](u) and G~(v), for the u- and the v-direction, respectively, correspond- 
ing to different sets of knots and design parameters. The consequence of the tensor product 
definition (82) is, that parameter lines v = vj = constant, given by 
X(u,v~) = )--~d1(vj)GT(u), 
I 
with control points dz(vj), given by 
d/(vj) = E d,ja~(vs) , 
J 
do have the geometric spline properties--tangent, curvature, torsion, etc., continuity or contact of 
order r---of the G'](u), and analogously for the parameter lines u = ui = constant. Furthermore, 
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..... .. f ' °  
I 
I 
Figure 9. Quintic B-splines corresponding to F igm~ 7b and 8a. 
(a) C4-continuous surfaces (b) "t~ > 1 
(c) 6: > 1 (d) p~ > 1 
Figure 10. GC4-continuous biquintics: influence of "71, 61 and P l .  
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any plane section does have these properties [15,16,22]. But, it is also true that any one of the 
design parameters will apply to, i.e., will affect the surface along an entire parameter line (see 
Figure 10). In the context of interactive surface design this might be disadvantageous. 
X(u, v) according to (82) can he formed, in principle, using any kind of curve representation. 
Some examples have been given [9] (~-spline surfaces), [15,22] (7-spline surfaces), [24] (v-spline 
surfaces), [17] (rational geometric spline surfaces), [16] (VC3-continuous pline surfaces) and [25] 
(rational/~-spline surfaces). 
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APPENDIX 
Two ofte~ used equations are given in the following unproved Lemma, which is known as Menelao's Theorem. 
LEMMA I. MENELAO'S  THEOREM.  For any three points PI, P2 and P3, we define 
A = r tP2" l - ( l - r l )P l ,  (A.I) 
C = r3 P3 -I- (1 - r3) P2, (A.2) 
B = r2 P2 + (I - r2)P1,  (A.3) 
D = r4Ps - l - ( l  - r i )P2 ,  (A.4) 
for any real numbers r,, (i = 1 , . . . ,  4). / fP  is the intersection point of~.C and BD, for 0 < ri < 1, (i = 1 . . . . .  4), 
and r2 > r l ,  r4 > r3, then the foUowing equations are yard: 
[AP[ (r2 - rl ) r4 
= (A.5)  
IPCl (1 - r2) (r4 -- r3)' 
IDPI (1 - r l ) ( r4  - r3 )  
= (A.e)  
]PB] (r2 -- rl ) r3 
REMARK. Recently, two interesting contributions to the area of geometric ontinuity have been given: 
D 
Figure A.I. 
In [26], the above given GCr-continnity conditions have been extended via generalized tangent surfaces to 
so-cniled TCr-continuous curves, which show continuity of elliptic (conic,]) curvatures. Conical curvatures can he 
expressed by the Euclidean curvatures as ~ ~s Pottmann also gives a new classification of geometrically 
continuous curves. 
In [27], a geometric onstruction for the B~zier points of GCr-continuous rational curves of degree n, for r < n, 
different from the one described in this paper, has been given. 
